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The classic theorem of Gleason-Kahanc-Zelazko states that If& is an-y 
unitary Banach algebra and A is a closed subspace of co-dimension 1 such 
that no element z in “X is invertible, then A is a maximal ideal in the 
algebra zz2. 
For various generalizations of this theorem to higher codimension, 
please see [l, 10, 11, 51. Also the constraint on Jr! that it is closed is 
sometimes relaxed, but in the following, we shall deal only with closed 
subspaces. 
The Basic Theorem one desires in this connection runs as follows: Let .Q! 
be a unitary Banach algebra and JU be a closed subspuce of finite codimen- 
sion ~6. Let S be the spectrum of &, i.c., the space of maximal ideals-often 
referred to as Sp &. Suppose that for every CL: in A, the Getfand transjorm G 
has at least R distinct zeroes in S. Then there exists a subset Z of S of 
cardinality R such that G(r) = 0 f or every ZY in .X and every t in Z. We shall 
refer to this theorem, hereafter as P(R, PZ) for the algebra .& and Z is called 
“a set of common zeroes of A,” One can assume without loss of generality 
that 
(0.1 ) Sp .oP is uncountable; 
(0.2) JX? is a semi-simple. 
Assumption of (0.1) is justified by the following 
THEOREM (0.3). T#. & is any unitary Banach algebra such that Sp & is 
countable, then P(&, H) is true for the algebra &, for all positive integers I 
and in. 
Proof: Let us assume that J is a closed subspace of ~4 not necessarily 
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of finite codimension such that for every LC E -4, .Y has at least R distinct 
zeroes in Sp d. For every subset Z of Sp d of cardinality R, let 
Then &. is a closed subspace of .d and the class WX of all subsets Z of 
cardinality R in Sp d is countable since Sp d is countable. 
Since for every CC EM, d has at least 4 distinct zeroes in Sp &‘, z E J& 
for some ZE %/. Therefore JH is covered by the family of dz, ZE g4. Now 
applying Baire category theorem, we obtain that there exists an open sub- 
set V of A such that Y c J& for some Z,E%$. So, the vector space 
generated by V, which is 4, is contained in dzO. 
The assumption of (0.2), i.e., the semi-simplicity of the algebra &‘, is 
justified by the following: 
THEOREM (0.4) Let d be any unitary Banach algebra, let 9 be its 
Jacobson radical, and let S? = zI/&?. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) P(R, n) is true for the algebra d; 
(b) P(R, n) is true for the semi-simple algebra B. 
Proof of (a) implies (b). 
Let A be a closed subspace of codimension H in 9 such that for every 
z E J!, & has at least A distinct zeroes in Sp g’; i.e., CC belongs to at least R 
distinct maximal ideals in the algebra g. Let 
be the natural epi-morphism and 
From the fact that rc is a continuous epi-morphism, the following 
assertions easily follow and can be found in any textbook of Functional 
Analysis: 
(0.5) If Y is any subspace of @, then rc 0 C’(Y) = Y-; 
(0.6) d/n- ‘(5) is naturally isomorphic to g/Y; 
(0.7) .Y is a maximal ideal in 33 if and only if n-‘(f) is a maximal ideal 
in &; 
(0.8) If Y is a maximal ideal in d, then ~‘erc(Y)=Y and rc(Y) is a 
maximal ideal in g!; 
(0.9) rr is an open map and n-‘(Y) is closed if and only if Y is closed. 
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Thus by (0.6) 9 is a closed subspace of codimension +Y in d and if 
z E 9, X(Z) E A, and hence by assumption, n(z) belongs to at least 1 
distinct maximal ideals in %Y. Therefore and by (0.7) and (0.8), z belongs to 
at least A distinct maximal ideals in d. Hence by (a), there exist 1 distinct 
maximal ideals 9,) &, . . . . 9jk in d such that 
By (0.8) ~(9~) for 1 <j < R are distinct maximal ideals in a and 
n(9) = A is contained in each of them. Thus (b) follows. 
Proof of (b) implies (a). 
Let 9 be a closed subspace of codimension H in the algebra d and every 
z E 3 belongs to at least R distinct maximal ideals in d. Let 
Then K ‘(.A) = 9’ = 9 + 9. It can be seen that 2” is a closed subspace of 
codimension e < RZ because 3’ contains 9 which is a closed subspace of 
finite codimension. By (0.6), A! is a closed subspace of codimension e in ~43. 
Further for any y E A, there exists an CC E 8, such that X(Z) = g. Since cz: 
belongs to R distinct maximal ideals in d, by (0.8), y belongs to R distinct 
maximal ideals in a. We shall prove in the next lemma that for any unitary 
Banach algebra, P(4, HZ) implies P(R, e) for any e <a. Now using this for 
the algebra 2f’, we see that A is contained in 4 distinct maximal ideals in %I 
and therefore by (0.7), 9’ and consequently 2’ are contained in I& distinct 
maximal ideals in d. 
LEMMA (0.10) For any unitary Banach algebra d, P(R, n) implies 
P(R, t) for any t < n. 
Proof: We shall show that P(R, M) implies P(R, vz - 1) which by induc- 
tion proves our lemma. Let us suppose that A? is a closed subspace of d of 
codimension (YZ - 1) and that every z E A belongs to at least R distinct 
maximal ideals. 
Let d* be the dual of the Banach space d and 
AL = {uEd*;u(z)=O, VzEAf}. 
Since A! is of codimension (n - 1) in the algebra &, the dimension of the 
vector space A’ is (+z - 1). 
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For any 5 E Sp &, let ~5~ denote the linear functional defined by 
6,(z) = 45) vz E &if 
We see that 6,~&’ if and only if k(t) = 0, VZE.&. In this case we say 
that 
5 is a common zero of 4. 
Here we recall a fact that is well known in the theory of Banach 
algebras: 
(0.11) The set of all multiplicative functionals on any Banach algebra is 
linearly independent. Therefore the set Z= {<,, Ljz, .. . . t,} of the common 
zeroes of 4? is of cardinality 6 (e - 1). If 12 A, the lemma is proved. So we 
shall assume 2 <A and in view of (0.3), we may also assume that Sp d is 
infinite. A u E d* is said to have finite support if 
where yll, r12, . . . . qe are distinct points in Sp ~4 and each cd # 0. By (0.1 1 ), it 
follows that the set {vi, r,i2, . ... ~0 is unique for a given v and from now on 
shall be denoted by supp v. Further the set F of all u E JZ’ with finite 
support is a subspace of ML. Hence there exists a basis of 4?’ which looks 
like the following: 
(0.12) a,,, 6,,, . . . . 6,,; VI, v2, . ..) up; v;, v;, . . . . vb, 
where the first A + p elements form a basis of F and 2 + p + v = *Z - 1. We 
now define 
supp F= 0 supp o. 
utF 
It is easy to see that 
suppF=Zu fi suppv/. 
j = 1 
Therefore supp F is a finite set and since Sp LZ? is infinite, we can choose 
vi, y/2 E Sp d\F. We also claim that 6,, + 6,, 4 &!’ because if not, 6,, + 6,, 
belongs to F and q,, q2 belong to supp F, which is a contradiction. Thus 
jat, = {z E Af; 6,,(z) + d,,(z) = 0) 
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is a closed subspace of codimension R and Vz E AI, C;: has at least R distinct 
zeroes in Sp d. From this and since P(R, n) is true for d, we obtain that 
the set of common zeroes of J& is of cardinality at least R. Since 1 <R, 
there exists a [ E Sp &\Z, such that 
6,=a16&+ ... +a185,.++e,u,+ ‘..e,u,+qul, 
+ ... +%u: + d(6,, + b,,). 
From this it follows that x C/U> E F and because of (0.12), all C, must be 
zero. 
Now let us assume c E supp F. Then d = 0 and 6, E ML; i.e., c E Z, which 
is a contradiction. On the other hand if i $ supp F, then ag = 0 for 
1 <j < 1, t;, =0 for 1 <j < p, 6, = d(6,, + 6,,) which implies {[} = 
{r,~~, q2}. That is impossible and so ,I < A must be false. Q.E.D. 
Also the zero sets of 4 must seperate points of S = Sp d for P(& H) to 
be true in general. Suppose that there exists a point to in S such that 
(0.13) G(tO) = 0 implies that & = 0 infinitely often in S for any LL: E d. 
Now let us assume *E z 1, R > 1. When n > 1, we choose points [,, l;, 
1 <j < PZ - 1, all of them distinct and other than to in S. Now, when n > 1, 
let 
4 = (x Ed; &(ro) = &(t,) + &({a) = 0 for 1 <j < +2 - l}. 
When IZ = 1, let 
A = {z Ed; q&J = O}. 
Clearly M is a closed subspace of codimension H. and VX E Jll, i has A 
distinct zeroes by (0.13). Now if P(R, H) were true, the set Z of common 
zeroes of & would have cardinality at least 1. Since R > 1, there exists an 
4 # to such that 6, E &?l. Therefore 
Since r] # to, a,, = 0 and 6, = ag (di;, + ht.,) for some 2, which is impossible. 
Thus P(R, H) is false for this algebra for any I > 1 and any n 3 1. We say 
that 
(0.14) a Banach algebra d is strongly seperating if given any 5 E S, there 
exists an CC E & such that l is an isolated zero of 2:. 
From the above discussion, we arrive at the following conclusions: 
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(0.15) If d is any unitary Banach algebra and S = Sp ,~4 is countable. 
then P(4, n) for .d is true for all positive integers A and PZ. 
(0.16) For any given pair of positive integers k and PZ’, P(&, H) is true 
for a unitary Banach algebra d if and only if it is true for its associated 
semi-simple Banach algebra 4Y = xZ/L~Y. 
(0.17) If a unitary Banach algebra is not strongly seperating, P(R, +z) is 
false for all d > 1 and *C 3 1. 
(0.18) Gleason-Kahane-Zelazko theorem: P( 1, 1) is true for any unitary 
Banach algebra. 
The following interesting questions remain to be answered: 
(0.19) Is P( 1, ti) true for any unitary Banach algebra for all +Z > l? 
(0.20) IS P(k, PL) true for any unitary, strongly seperating Banach 
algebra for all positive integers I and n? 
The basic formulation of P(R, PZ) is due to K. Jarosz [S] where he 
answered (0.20) in the affirmative for V(X), the algebra of continuous 
functions on a compact Hausdorff space X, every point of which is a G,-set. 
This answered one-half of a question of Warner and Whitley [ 111: whether 
P(,H, PZ) is true for algebras U(X), L’(G) where G is a locally compact 
metrizable abelian group. The other half of this question is also settled 
afformatively by Chen and Cohen [2]. More exactly, the authors prove 
that P(A, PZ) is true for any regular self-adjoint R-point spectral Banach 
algebra. In [6], Jarosz obtains stronger results than those of [2] based on 
his own in [S]. 
But none of these results apply to the algebra V*(K) of m times 
continuously differentiable functions on a compact subset K of R" since it is 
not a spectral. algebra. 
In this paper (Section l), we obtain the following: 
(0.21) P( 1, B) is true for any self-adjoint unitary Banach algebra d. 
In Section 2, by relining a method of Chen and Cohen [2], we obtain 
(0.22) If d is any self-adjoint regular Banach algebra, its spectrum S is 
o-compact and every point of S is a G,-set, then P(H, +z) is true for all 
positive integers 72. 
From this we deduce in Section 3 results of [2, 51 as corollaries and 
observe that (0.22) also holds for @P(K). Then we prove that P(2, 3) is 
false for g’(K) where K is the closed unit ball in R3. This example could be 
modified to show that truth of P(R, m) for A <I depends on some kind of 
spectrality of the algebra d [6]. In L-31, we have shown that P(k, HZ) is 
true for %P(K) where K is any compact subset of the real line and A < n are 
any pair of positive integers. This shows that the dimension of the compact 
K plays an important role. 
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1 
THEOREM (1.1) Let d be any unitary self-adjoint Banach algebra and Jt? 
a closed subspace of finite codimension a. Assume that for every x E .A!, 4, 
has a zero in S, the spectrum of d. Then there exists an sO E S such that 
&(so) = 0 VXEA. 
To prove this we need a 
LEMMA (1.2) If A is a dense subspace of a Banach space B, L is a closed 
subspace of B, and A n L is of finite codimension in A, then 
AJA n L is naturally isomorphic to B/L. 
Proof. Let { aa; l$+’ < +z} be a basis of A mod A n L. Let 8 belong to 
B and E > 0. Then there exists an a in A such that 
and 
a, = f c, ag + a', 
where a’ belongs to A n L. Therefore 
where 8 denotes the coset class of & mod L. Hence the space generated by 
iz, , 1 <i < +Z is dense in B/L. Since any finite dimensional normed space is 
a Banach space, {LZ,; l<; <n} generates B/L. Thus the natural injection 
A/A n L + B/L is an epi-morphism. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem (1.1) In lview of the theorem (0.4), we may assume 
that d is semi-simple. Let 
d= {&:; xsd}, 
A?= {~;xEA?}, 
9 = the closure of A? in U(S). 
Evidently d/A is isomorphic to 2/A? and dJd n L is finite dimensional 
since it is a quotient space of g/A. Further d is a self-adjoint seperating 
sub-algebra of V(S) and contains constants, and thus by the Stone- 
Weierstrass theorem, d is dense in V(S). Therefore by Lemma (1.2), it 
follows that 
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(1.3) Y(S)/9 is finite dimensional. 
Also since every JE k has a zero in S, every f E 6p has a zero in S. Thus 
by Theorem 2 of [S], there exists an s0 E S such that 
consequently, 
Gqq)) = 0 VxE.4@. Q.E.D. 
2 
In the sequel, we shall assume that d is a semi-simple self-adjoint regular 
Banach algebra and S= Sp & is infinite. For any x E ~4, let 2 denote its 
conjugate (adjoint). We say that cz: E d is real if rC = z or equivalently & is 
real. For any SE S, let 6, denote the continuous linear functional on LZ# 
defined by 
6,(x) = k(s). 
A c B shall mean that A is compact and contained in B. d* shall denote 
the Banach space dual of d and for any z E&‘, support of x = supp z is 
the closure of the set {s E S; k(s) #O}. Also, it can be thought of as the 
smallest closed subset C such that G = 0 on S\ C. For any u E &*, supp v is 
the smallest closed set C such that 
V(Z) = 0 whenever supp z Q S\ C. 
Existence of such a smallest closed set follows from the regularity of the 
algebra GZ’. 
For any open subset N of S, let ~4 = (Z E -01; supp x C N}. If N, c N, 
are open subsets of S, .J&‘~, c x&. If 9 is any subspace of &*, 6pN shall 
denote the space of restrictions of 9 to dN. Thus if N, c N,, LZ’,,, is a 
quotient space of L&,,* from which it follows that 
(2.1) dim YN, < dim TN,, 
where dim 9 shall mean the dimension of the vector space Y. Now define 
(2.2) d,(Z) = infNEXZ dim 9,,, 
where 4 is the class of all open neighbourhoods of s; supp 9 is the 
smallest closed set C such that LZ’N = 0 where N = S\ C. 
THEOREM (2.3) If A? is a closed subspace of codimension FZ in d and 
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(2.4) S is a-compact and every point of S is a G,-set, and 
(2.5) for any z E A, 4 has n distinct zeroes in S, 
then there exist n distinct common zeroes of ~‘4 in S. 
Before proceeding to the proof of the theorem, we need a lemma. 
LEMMA (2.6) Zf S is o-compact and K is closed G&-set, there exists a 
sequence of { xd } c d such that 
supp xj c S\ K, 
{x2> + x0 as 2’+a1, 
i,>O on S\K. 
Proof Since S is a a-compact locally compact Hausdorff space, 
S = IJy= r C,, C, compact and c C, + r. Since K is a G,-set, K = n,m=, U,, 
and {U,} is a decreasing sequence of open sets in S. Thus 
S\K= c (C,- U,). 
B= 1 
Since S\ K is a o-compact open subset of S, once again, we may assume 
that 
S\K= c K,, K, compact and c q + I . 
/=I 
Since d is self-adjoint and regular, there exist yi such that 
&+O’ &= 1 on K,, g/=0 on s\q+,. 
Now let 
Clearly kg > 0 on K,, supp zj c K, + I and x,? + ~0 as B + a. Further 
go>0 on S\K. 
LEMMA (2.7) Zf S is o-compact and K is a compact subset of an open set 
N c S, there exists y E d such that 
go>0 onS, yo= lim y) where 
jr-m 
supp gX is compact, 
k,=O onK, gS,>O on S\N. 
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Proof: Since S is a-compact and a locally compact Hausdorff space, 
S\N also is a-compact. So there exists a sequence C, of compact sets such 
that 
S\N= (j C,, C/d;+,. 
/=I 
Since d is self-adjoint regular, there exist zl Ed such that 
&,>O on S, 
&,j = 1 on C,, 
+o onKU(S\C;+,), 
supp z~. is compact. 
Now let 
clearly supp yz are compact and y2 -+ gO. Further &,, = 0 on K and & > 0 
on S\N. 
LEMMA (2.8) If 9 is a vector space over the field of complex numbers @, 
.G% is a real subspace of Z? such that W + ;9? = 9, LS!~ for 1 <g’< R is a 
complex subspace of 9 such that 4 = Se, + t’9/ where 9# = 9 n &?> and 
vl, v2, . . . . vg are linear functionals on 9 such that their restrictions to each Z$ 
are linearly independent over @; then there exists <~.EB~ such that the 
matrix 
(~~(5~))~ Gd,Y6 B is invertible. 
ProoJ By induction. If R = 1, since vt is non-zero, there exist 5, r] E 92, 
such that v,(< + iv) ~0. Hence vt(t) or v,(q) is ~0. This proves the lemma 
for 6= 1. 
Let us assume the lemma to be true for some R 2 1 and prove it for 
4+ 1. Since vl+, restricted to ?2K+l is #O and 9L+I+iS?k+, =2$+r, there 
exists a rl + r E 9?4 + t such that v4 + ,({/ + , ) # 0. Now let 
v; = V/ - V,(<l +1) 
V*+l(~l+lP+’ 
for 1 <g<R, 
4 + 1 = VL + 1. 
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Clearly 
(2.9) u’Jla + ,) = 0 for 1~’ < R and 
(2.10) v;, v;, . ..) u; +, are linearly independent when restricted to 2g, 
l<><Rfl. 
By inductive hypothesis, there exist tj E gg, 1 <j d R such that the matrix 
d = (~a( le))I s d, e G 1 is invertible. 
But then 
A’=(u~(<t))i<~,~+~ 
is an augmentation of A with the last column consisting of all zeroes except 
the bottom entry ud + 1(<k + 1) # 0. 
Thus A’ is invertible. Since the matrix 
could be obtained from A’ by elementary row operations it is invertible and 
that proves the lemma. 
Proof of the Theorem (2.3) By induction. Assume that 4? is a closed 
subspace of codimension 1. Then 
is l-dimensional and generated by (say) uO. We claim that 
(2.11) supp u0 consists of a single point sO. 
First, supp u0 # 4. For if not, uO(z) = 0 whenever supp z is compact and so 
uO(z) =O, VZE&~. By Lemma (2.6) there exists q,~&~ such that z?-,>O 
on S. Thus u,,(zO) =O; i.e., ~,EJ? and 4, has a zero in S, which is a 
contradiction. -plb is the closure of the set of all z such that & has compact 
support. Therefore supp u0 # 4. 
Now, let us assume that (2.11) is false. Then there exist at least two 
points sl, s2 in the supp u. Choose two open set N,, N, such that 
Since ZZ? is self-adjoint regular, there exist z 1, zz in & such that 
CC 1, & are real, 
suppk-, c N,, supp & c Njr 
uO(zI), uO(zcz) are both #O. 
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Let A, ,u be any pair of complex numbers such that .c” - AZ-, - /l-c2 E .A’ 
where z0 is as in Lemma (1.6); i.e., u~(~~)=~ug(~,)+~u~(.c,), 
p = (QQ) - Au,(z,))/u,(z,). But by hypothesis, there exists an s E S such 
that 
Since supp Z, n supp CZYZ~ = 4 and C&,(S) > 0, 
and, consequently, 1 or p must be real. But the map A -+ p is an aftine 
transformation of the complex plane and so we can choose 1, p both non- 
real and at the same time z0 - E%Lz: r - ~CZ~ E A, which is a contradiction. 
Thus (2.11) is proved. 
Let A!’ = {x E &; &(sO) = O}. We shall show that 
(2.12) A?’ = A 
which would prove the theorem for the case when IZ = 1. Since both A and 
A!’ are 1-codimensional, either A? c A” or A” c A? would imply A’ = A. 
Thus if (2.12) were false, 
(2.13) A! e? A!’ and J& ek A?. 
First we claim that A’ is closed under conjugation just like A?‘. We can 
assume without loss of generality that uO(z,,) = 1. Let z E&’ and be real. 
Then o(y)=0 where g= z - u,(z)z,. Hene y E A? and there exists an 
s E S such that, g(s) = 0; i.e., k(s) = u~(z&,(s). Therefore Q,(Z) = (G(s)/&(s) 
is real. This proves that Q,(Z) is real when ct: is real. 
Therefore if CC = r + iv, 5, q both real, and uO(z) = 0, then 
u,,(c) = uO(u) =0 and so 5, 9 E A!. This proves that JZ is closed under 
conjugation. 
By (2.13), there exists an 3: = 4 + iv E .A? such that k(se) # 0; i.e., U,(Z) = 
u,(t) + iuO(q) =O. Hence ~~(5) = u,,(~)=O and one of [(s,), rj(sO) is ~0. 
Thus we may assume that z is real, ue(z) = 0, &(s,J # 0. So, there exists a 
compact neighbourhood K of s0 contained in an open set N such that 
(2.14) G(s) # 0, Vs E N. 
By Lemma (2.7), there exists a y E d such that & > 0 on S, W > 0 on S\ N, 
and y=lim,,, yc/, @, = 0 on K and supp I/ compact. 
Since supp g# n supp uO=& we have Q,(Y) =O. Thus x +d’g~E 
but G#O on N and +#O on S\N; i.e., &+;i#O on S, which is a 
contradiction. 
This proves (2.12) and consequently Theorem (2.3) for the case n = 1. 
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(2.15) Let us assume that the Theorem (2.3) is true for all dimensions +z!, 
H > 1 and A has no common zero. We shall arrive at a contradiction in 
several steps. Let 
Then dim 2 = codimension of 4? = H. It is easy to see that 
(2.16) supp $P = uasl supp ug if {ur, v2, . . . . o,} is a basis of dp, 
(2.17) s~suppdiP if and only if d,(Y)>O. 
For the definition of d,(Y), see (2.1) and (2.2). 
STEP 1. There exists a point s0 E supp 9 and an open neighbourhood N, 
of s,, such that 
Vt E N, n supp 2, d,( 9) = d,( 9); i.e., 
“d,(Z) is locally constant at so.” 
Proof of Step 1. We recall that 
d,(9)= inf dim 6ipN, 
NEdVc 
where MS is the family of all open neighbourhoods of s. Since YN is a 
quotient space of 9, dim ~3” < dim 9 = n. Thus Vs E: supp 9, d,(Y) is an 
integer and 0 < d,(T) < M?. Therefore there exists an s,, E supp 9 such that 
Also for the sam reasons, there exists an open neighbourhood N, of s,, such 
that 
(2.18) d,,(Z) = dim P’,vO. 
Now for any tcz N,nsupp Y, 
d,(-V<dim ~N~=d,(aP)4rs~~~~d.(~)ddl(~) 
and so 
4Wip) = 4,(-W Vt E N,, n supp 3; 
i.e., d,(Z) is locally constant at sO. This proves Step 1. 
STEP 2. Zf d,(Y) is locally constant at s,, E supp Y, then s0 is either 
isolated in supp 9 or a cluster point of the set of isolated points of supp 9. 
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Proof of Step 2. Let d,,(Y) = 4. Since d,(Y) is locally constant at sO, 
there exists an open neighbourhood N, of s,, such that 
(2.19) d,(2) = 4, V’s EN,, n supp 2; 
(2.20) a basis (ur, u2, . . . . un} of .Y can be found so that {u,, u2, . . . . uX} is 
a basis of TN,,, and ug + r, . . . . u, vanish on JX&; 
(2.21) also for any open set UC N,, with Un supp 2 # I$, (ul, rz, . . . . ug} 
is a basis of YU. 
Let 
odl’= (xEd;uJx)=O by>&}, 
where 4’ is a closed subspace of codimension H -R < H. So by inductive 
hypothesis, either all x E A’ have a common zero or there exists a z,, E J’ 
such that IZ,,I <n-R where Z,, is the set of zeroes of X, and IZJ, its 
cardinality. The first possibility implies that all z E M have a common zero 
which is precluded by (2.15). 
Thus there exists a x,, E d such that 
(2.22) uJQ)=O, Vj>k’and IZ,,I <H-4. 
Let us assume that Step 2 is false. Then since JZ,,( < IZ - R, there exist 
t, E supp 2 as close to s0 as we please such that 
(2.23) &,( to) # 0 and t, is not an isolated point of supp 2. 
Without loss of generality, we may further assume that x0 = to + iv,, where 
to, I]~ are real and 
(2.24) [, # 0 on N,, an open neighbourhood of t, and N, c N,. 
Since d is self-adjoint regular, there exists an open neighbourhood N, of to 
and a real 8 E & such that 
(2.25) N,CN,, suppGCN,, ;=l on N,, ia0 on S. 
Since supp .qo c N,, by (2.20) it follows that 
+h) = 0 for R<~<H. 
Let &, = x,, - iqo. Then 
u,(zb) = 0 for /<i<fin; 
(2.26) i;b is real on N, because &,= [, +;(dO-@O)= fc,^,; ZX6=Z,, 
because ;b = &, outside N, and on N,, Re 2; = [,, # 0. 
Also by (2.23), there exist 2R distinct points So., t/., 1 <j <R other than to 
and open neighbourhoods U,, W, , 1 <i d R such that 
s/~q,eNz, t/ E W, C N, for l<g<R; 
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(2.27) U,, Wg, 1 <j <R are all mutually disjoint. 
BY (2.21), 01, 02, . . . . u& restricted to U, of w/., 1 Q’ 6 A are linearly 
independent and zIU is closed under conjugatton for any open set U. 
Therefore by Lemma (2.8), there exist z/, y/ E d such that 
(2.28) k2, gB are real, supp Z~ c U,, supp I, c W, for 1 <j < A and 
(U,(XJ)l G2.I < 13 (y(Yd)l,,, . p < R are both invertible R/k matrices. 
Let N, = ua= 1 supp xg u supp yi and Z[ = 4, - ca= r ABxd + pjgj where 
A,, pg, 1 <i < R are arbitrary complex numbers. By (2.20), (2.27), and 
(2.28) it follows that 
u,(x,“) = 0 for R<~<+z. 
Let AR., p; be chosen so that 0,(x6) =0 for 1 <c@ < R. Then P$ E A? and 
hypothesis (2,; ( > +z. But outside N3, ii = $, and JZ,J <H-A. So there 
exists s E N3 such that 
Since supports of &#, &>., 1 <j < 4 are mutually disjoint, 
either Aj = s for some i, s E supp zc, 
2 
as) orpj=- 
&j(S) 
for someg, s E supp y>. 
By (2.26), &,(s) is real on N, and so one of the 2R numbers Ajb”’ pLa is real. 
The only constraint on these numbers is the following: 
i.e., 
0,(x;;) = 0; 
Let 2 = (4, A,, . . . . &I, P = (ply p2, . . . . pi), C= (u,(dJ, ~~(4, . . . . u&J, and 
A=(ucb>))~sc,~s,r~ B=(u&~))I<L,~<~. 
We conclude from the above that 
(2.29) if C = AA + jiB, then one of the components of x or @ must be real. 
But by (2.28), both A and B are invertible and so the map 
A-+p=(c--A)B-’ 
580/82/2-2 
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is an afhne transformation of Cd. If J denotes the set of all vectors ;I such 
that each of the components is non-real, then (2.29) can be restated as 
follows: The alline map 
A + p transforms J into C’\ J, 
which is a contradiction since J is a non-empty open set and C”\J has no 
interior. This proves Step 2. Q.E.D. 
STEP 3. I= Supp 9 is a finite set, 
Proof of Step 3. Assume that {u,; I <j<R} is a basis of 2 and Y(l) 
is the subspace generated by {u, ; 1 -c; < PZ}. For any finite subset F of Z, 
we say that 
(2.30) &= 2’p’ 
if there exists an open set N such that 
We claim that 
NnsuppP’=F, LZN=LP$.j’. 
(2.31) there exists a linite subset I, of I such that for any finite subset F 
of z\z,, Pp= 9$!‘* 
Suppose ~.ot. Then there exist F,, F,, . . . . F,, mutually disjoint non-empty 
finite subsets of I such that 
(2.32) YF, # JZg) for 1 < .a<% 
Let M’= {CZ E&‘;‘v,(s) =0 for 1 <a’<+~}. JZ’ is a closed subspace of 
codimension n - 1 and by (2.15), either there exists a common zero of A/’ 
or there exists a x0 E A’ such that 
IZ,,~ <n--l. 
The first possibility is excluded by (2.15). In the second case, at least two of 
the sets F, would not intersect Z,,. Let us say that &, # 0 F, u F,. Then 
there exist two disjoint open sets N,, Nz such that 
(2.33) X0 # 0 on N, u N2, supp dp n N, = F,, YNO # 9:: for p = 1,2. 
Since JZ,,/ < n - 1, x0 .$ &z’, we may assume that 
(2.34) U,(Q) = 1, uJ.(zO) = 0 for 1 <j < a. 
Since ZNP#P’gp), p = 1, 2, there exist zi, x2 such that 
(2.35) supp zP C N,, u,(z,,)= 1, ug(zP) =0 for 1 <g<n, p = 1, 2. 
And since & is self-adjoint regular, there exist d,, e2 such that 
(2.36) ip = 1 in a neighbourhood of F,, supp eF C N,, 0 6 iP < 1 for 
p= 1,2. 
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Let & = x0 - I&, z i - pel x2, and I, p be any arbitrary pair of complex 
numbers such that A+ p = 1. By (2.36) it follows that supp(z, - epx,) c N, 
and does not intersect Fp = N, n supp 9. Hence 
u,(x:, - epxp) = 0 for p=l,2, I<g<n. 
Thus by (2.34) and (2.35) we have 
Ul(GJ = UI(%) - Au,(e, x1) - PUl(%“J = 1 - 4 UI(ZI) - P,(4 
El-J-p=0 
and 
u,(zb) = 0 for l<>‘gfi 
from which follows that &, E A”. Since outside supports of ei zi and QQ, 
i, = ;b; ;b has less than (n - 1) zeroes there. So there exists an 
(2.37) s~supp~i”i usuppe,xz such that &J(s) = &,(S)&~(S) + 
P&(S)&(S). 
Since supports of dp can be chosen as close to Fp as we please and 
0 < iP < 1, we obtain that for some t, 0 < t < 1 
(2.38) Lo(s) = At&:,(s) for some SE F,; or &,(s) = Z&(S) for some SE F,. 
Let R, be the set of complex numbers of the form &,(s)/t&:,(s) where t > 0, 
s E I;, .Then R, is a finite set of rays in the complex plane. Since &, # 0 on 
F, u F,, by (2.38) it follows that 
(2.39) given any pair of complex numbers 1, p such that I + p = 1, either 
AER, or p6R2. 
This implies that I --) p = 1 - I maps C\ R, into R,, which is absurd. This 
proves (2.31). 
Let z(L) denote the space g enerated by {u>; A<><,}. We claim that 
(2.40) there exists a finite subset Z, of Z such that for any finite subset F 
of z\z,, d/)F= q!’ as defined in (2.30). 
For A = 1, (2.40) follows from (2.31). Assume that (2.40) is established for 
certain 4. We claim that 
(2.41) there exists a finite subset II+, larger than I, of Z such that 
P’y)=Yg+‘)for all finite subsets Fof Z\ZL+,. 
This proves (2.40) for k’ + 1 because YF = YF ca) by inductive hypothesis. If 
(2.41) were false, then there would exist mutually disjoint non-empty finite 
subsets F1, F,, . . . . F, of Z\Z1 such that 
(2.42) cP'&?#Y d (Fa+‘) for 1 <g<ti. d 
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Let r;b = U; =, F,. Since FO c Z\Z1, P& = YE). This allows us to alter the 
basis v, , u2, . . . . v, of Y into u’, , u’~, . . . . w’~, c’,+ + , , . . . . v,~ so that MI/, 1 <j 6 R 
vanish in a neighbourhood of F,,. Thus if we replace v,, us, . . . . v, by vd + ,, 
1 + 2 3 ‘..? respectively, (2.42) reads exactly as (2.32). Since 
~;~)rs?a~s~, 12.41) ar$‘(2.40) follow. 
But then taking r&=n in (2.40), we see that for all finite subsets F of 
Z\Z,, YF = Yy) = 0; i.e., Fn supp Y = 4, which is a contradicion. So I is 
finite and Step 3 is established. 
STEP 4. supp 9’ consists of +Z distinct points s2, 1 -<j d H, such that for 
every z E don .A? [see (2.6)], 
X(sJ = 0 for 1 <g<92. 
Proof of step 4. Assume if possible that 
(2.43) given any s E supp Y, there exists a z E Z& n &Y such that z(s) # 0. 
Since supp 9 is finite, it follows that there exists ZE J& n & such that 
i(s) # 0, Vs E supp 9. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
(2.44) x = & + c’& 4, @ both real and g # 0 on an open neighbourhood 
N of supp 9. 
Let us choose an end such that e=l on suppz and supp.GcN. By 
Lemma (2.6), there exists an zcg E d such that 
(2.45) &, = 0 only on supp 9, &, > 0 on S, a sequence { z~.} + Q, and 
supp CC/ c N\ supp 9 for every 2. 
Since x E J;lb, there exists a sequence { xd} -+ x0 such that supp x1 is 
compact. Let 
Since supp(ag - xa e - z/.) C S\ supp 9, VJX~ - zZ 8 - z~.) = 0 for 1 < p < n, 
and so by letting j -+ co, U,(Z) = uJx’) = 0 for 1 d p < ti. Thus z’ E &X and 
i’ = CE + c&, + i&i. But when i # 0, Im ;’ = @ # 0 by (2.44). When i(s) = 0, 
s# supp 9, and i’(s)=&(s) #O by (2.45). Thus ;‘#O on S, which 
contradicts the fact that X’ E JZ and consequently has m distinct zeroes. 
Hence (2.43) is false and so 
(2.46) there exists a si E supp 9 such that i(s,) = 0 for all z E de n A. 
Let ~!i = {xEdO; ;(s,) = O}; dim(&/&i) = 1 and dim(dO/& n A) < n. 
Since &, 3 &, n A?, we have 
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Thus 
(2.47) &!‘, is a self-adjoint regular Banach algebra; 
(2.48) Sp SQ = S\ {si} is a a-compact, every point of which is a G,-set; 
(2.49) A’, = &‘, n A is a closed subspace of codimension *n < +Z - 1; and 
(2.50) for every z E A,, x has at least n - 1 distinct zeroes. 
By (2.15) it follows that there exist m distinct points s$, 1 <~<wz + 1 in 
Sp &‘i such that 
L(s,)=O for 1 <a<~+ 1 and zcdLn& 
.‘.z~.&n.&ifandonlyif~(s,)=Ofor l<><m+l. 
Now WJ = PZ - 1. For otherwise, by Lemma (2.6), there would exist a x E & 
such that the only zeroes of x are So, 1 $i d M + 1. But then z E A? and i 
must have M distinct zeroes in S, which is a contradiction. Therefore 
(2.51) there exist H distinct points sj, 1 <g<n in S such that 2(sa)=0, 
VX E do n A; i.e., {dsd ; 1<j<+z}isabasisofA?~and(6,J+u,;1<g<n} 
is a basis of 2 such that u> ~0 on A&, which means supp u, = q$ for 
1<g<@Z. 
This proves Step 4. 
Conclusion of the proof of Theorem (2.3). For any real y E&, let 
u,(g) = u,(y) + iw,(y) where Us, wJ are real-valued functionals. In the 
following Z, 3+, e, y denote real elements of d and u/., W/ are real-valued 
real-linear functionals on d. If x = z + iy E d, then 
Thus x E .A! if and only if 
(2.52) +,) + zig(x) - w,(~) = 0; g(s)) + u,(y) + W/(X) = 0 for 1 < 
j < n. 
Since supp uX = 4, if x E J&, then x E A if and only if 
(2.53) k(s)) = w,(y); k(s)) + z@(g) = 0 for 1 Q’ 6~. 
Divide the set 1 <j Q n into two disjoint sets J,, JZ as follows: 
j’Jl if u/-O and wX & 0 
BEJ2 if uj # 0. 
The third possibility, u/=0, w,=O implies u,=O and ~,EY, which is 
excluded by (2.15). Choose a v E d such that 
(2.54) g(s,) + u8(y) = 0 for 1 Q’ d H, Us. # 0 for 2 E J2, wg(y) # 0 for 
i E J, . 
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This choice is possible because for any fixed p, 1 < p 6 PL%, up and M‘,, are 
linearly independent of { 6,, + u /; 1 <g<n} over the reals. For otherwise 
n 
up or wP = 1 c,(b”, + u!). 
,=I 
Since supports of uJ, wJ. are empty for 1 ~2 <n, it follows that support of 
2 cabs, is empty and consequently all c/ must vanish. 
It is clear that &(s,) = 0 for j E J, and @(s,) # 0 for j E J,. We can alter y 
in such a way that {s,? ;j E J, } are isolated zeroes of y. This is due to (2.4) 
and the fact that supp 9 is finite. Let N be an open neighbourhood of 
supp 3 such that g(s) = 0 and s E N if and only if s = sz, j E J,. Also, let 
end such that 
i=lonsuppY, supp 2 c N. 
Choose an z with compact support such that 
(2.55) C&T,) = w,(y) for 1 <j <+z. 
By Lemma (2.6), there exists a { zP} in d such that 
(2.56) {z~} + z0 where supp zp c S\supp 2 and Go(s) =0 if and only 
if s E supp dp. 
Let X’ = ze + z,, + iy = Z’ + ig’. We have 
(2.57) Z(s,) + u,(x’) - w,(y’) = ci+J)i(s,) + &,(s~)+u~(~‘) - 
w,(y’) = &(sj) - w,(y) = 0 for 1 <j d n by (2.55). 
In the above, ua( z’) = 0 because X' E & and supp u> = 4. Further 
(2.58) &‘(s,) + u,(g’) + w,(z’) = @(s,) + u,(y) = 0 for 1 <j 6 +Z by 
(2.54). Once again wJz’) = 0 because Z’ E d0 and supp wj = 4. By (2.57), 
(2.58), and (2.52) it follows that 
(2.59) x’ E c/i?. 
But when G(s) = 0, s$ supp &? and Re i;‘(s) = G,,(s) # 0 by (2.56). When 
e(.s)#O, SEN, and Imi;‘(s)=i(S)#O except when s=s,,g~J,, in which 
case 
q,) = &/)@(SJ + x&J + 6y(s,) 
=zqsJ=w2.(y)#0 by (2.54). 
Thus 
C(s) # 0 for all s E S, 
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which contradicts (2.59). Hence (2.15) is false and .N has a common zero, 
say si. Let 
dl= {zEd;x(S1)=O}. 
Then &i satisfies (2.47), (2.48), (2.49), and (2.50). By inductive hypothesis, 
~2~ n M = &? has +Z - 1 distinct common zeroes in S\ {si}. This proves 
Theorem (2.3). Q.E.D. 
3. APPLICATION AND A COUNTER-EXAMPLE 
THEOREM (3.1) Zf K is any compact subset of R” and d = V”(K), the 
algebra of m-times continuously difSerentiable functions on K with the 
standard norm, then P(n, n) is true for d. 
This follows from Theorem (2.3) since d is self-adjoint and regular and 
every point of Sp d = K is a G,-set. 
THEOREM (3.2) Let d = %T1(B) Where B is the closed unit ball in R3. 
P(2, 3) is false for d. 
ProoJ Let P, Q be two arbitrary points of B with Q in the interior. 
Consider the linear functionals 
(3) ul(f) =fU’) +fz@); uz(f) =f(Q,; udf) =/z(Q) + +JQ,, 
where Z, y, z shall denote coordinate functions on R3. Let 
JH = {fE d; Ul(f) = u*(J) = 4(p) = O}. 
Clearly & is a closed subspace of codimension 3. But the only common 
zero of M is Q. 
We shall show that every +E & has at least two distinct zeroes in B. 
If f(P) =f(Q) = 0, there is nothing to prove. Assume that 
(3.4) P(Q)=0 and+(P)#O. 
Let f= tl + iv, II, v real. Then for any /E A, 
(3.5) fJQ> = -+JQ); i.e., a,(Q) = p,(Q), a,(Q) = -2,,(Q). 
By (3.3) and (3.4), f=(Q) # 0 and so the Jacobian 
is # 0 at Q. Hence at Q, f(Q) = 0 and f has maximal rank. By the implicit 
function theorem, there is a curve of zeroes offpassing through Q. Q.E.D. 
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